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SUMMARY We introduce a hybrid Galerkin modelling tool for the nonlinear acoustic and gravity wave propagation in planetary atmospheres coupled through topography to a solid medium. We rely on a 2-D spectral-element technique to model linear visco-elastic solid media and couple it to a discontinuous Galerkin method for the atmosphere modelled by the fully nonlinear Navier–Stokes equations. Significant benefits of such a method are, first, its versatility because it handles both acoustic and gravity waves in the same simulation, second, it enables one to observe nonlinear effects as convection or wave-breaking and, finally, it allows one to study the impact of ground-atmosphere coupling for waves propagating from seismic sources. Simulations are performed for 2-D isothermal atmosphere models with complex wind and viscosity profiles. We validate the computations by comparing them to finite-difference solutions, already validated in a previous paper. Specific benchmark validation cases are considered for both acoustic and gravity waves subject to viscosity variations, wind duct and nonlinear wave breaking. We apply this tool to study acoustic and gravity waves generated by a strong seismic source and its nonlinear breaking in the upper atmosphere. Key words: Acoustic-gravity waves; Non-linear differential equations; Numerical modelling; Computational seismology; Earthquake ground motions; Wave propagation.



1 I N T RO D U C T I O N Acoustic and gravity waves propagation in planetary atmospheres provide a way to probe their structure and dynamics but may also offer a window into the internal structure of the planet from the coupling between its fluid and solid parts. In order to better understand the propagation of these waves, many authors have worked on the modelling of linear or nonlinear propagation with different techniques that range from normal-mode computations to ray tracing by solving linearized Navier–Stokes equations or using global circulation models (Yi˘git & Medvedev 2015, for a review). One of the motivations behind this work and a main difference between these techniques consists in accounting or not for nonlinear wave propagation. Studies relying on the linear assumption divide the atmospheric variables into slowly varying or stationary background parts and small first-order wave perturbations. A second type of study considers the whole system which implies the propagation of shocks, waves-waves interactions and the resulting transfers of energy and wave-breaking for large-amplitude waves. Many theoretical studies of acoustic and gravity waves have been done using the linear theory (Mikhailenko & Mikhailov 2014; Wei et al. 2015; Brissaud et al. 2016), since it provides a good understanding of waves dynamics for smooth atmospheric conditions (D¨ornbrack & Nappo 1997). On Earth, in the middle and upper atmospheres, the background flows often approach these conditions, but in the troposphere and in the planetary boundary layer this approximation may break. For nonlinear propagation several methods can be used: finite-differences (Kshevetskii & Gavrilov 2005; de Groot-Hedlin 2016) present a great advantage in terms of simplicity of implementation but fail to resolve with good accuracy both strong background velocity fields and contact between different material. The finite volume method (Snively & Pasko 2008) addresses these two issues efficiently but lacks accuracy compared to high-order finite-element methods. Finally, finite elements offer great advantages, even though it is computationally more expensive than finite differences, in terms of accuracy and boundary conditions since it relies on a weak formulation. But it shows instabilities when dealing with strongly varying background (H¨uppe et al. 2016). In this study, we use a discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method, common in fluid dynamics since it provides great accuracy with harsh background conditions, and efficiently takes into account boundary conditions (Hesthaven & Warburton 2007). Global circulation models, common in  C
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atmospheric studies, are also based on the full Navier–Stokes equations but they also take into account several other factors such as humidity, clouds or rains (Miyoshi et al. 2014). Other less common methods have been used (Lecoanet et al. 2015) and give interesting results for specific applications. Different formulations are available for Navier–Stokes equations. Climatologists studying the atmosphere often use a temperature potential or temperature formulation (Ahmad & Lindeman 2007; M¨uller et al. 2010). But the total energy formulation tends to give more stable and less dissipative results than temperature formulations (Giraldo 1995). Another crucial point to understand the propagation of infrasounds from sources in the solid Earth up to the atmosphere is the coupling between those media. Many authors focused either on the atmosphere (Kshevetskii & Gavrilov 2005) or the solid medium (Komatitsch & Tromp 1999), respectively considering solid or free-surface boundary conditions for the solid-fluid boundary. In order to fully couple those media, several options are available: normal-mode techniques (Lognonn´e et al. 1998) take into account free oscillations of the Earth but are limited to a certain range of frequencies and are only 1-D. Most of the Euler or Navier–Stokes solutions, when considering fluid-solid coupling, focus on acoustic modes only and do not resolve gravity modes since they are mainly interested in ocean-Earth or more generally acoustic-elastic couplings (Komatitsch et al. 2000; Sch¨afer & Teschauer 2001; van Vossen et al. 2002; K¨aser & Dumbser 2008). Regarding numerical aspects, when using the DG method, a numerical procedure is required to resolve discontinuities at element boundaries and also to stabilize the simulations when dealing with strong nonlinearities. The first aspect, the computations of fluxes at element boundaries and the associated Riemann problem, can be approximated in different ways: Roe, Lax-Friedrich or Harten-Lax-van Leer contact based fluxes are common examples but since we will not focus on strong shocks, or shock–shock interactions the choice is not significant and we will choose a simple, stable and efficient one: the Lax-Friedrich flux. The other aspect, for nonlinear stability, usually relies on slope-limiting techniques (Cockburn & Shu 2001). In our case we will again choose a relatively simple first-order ‘flux-limiter’ (Hesthaven & Warburton 2007) as it gives great results without a high computational cost. Also, as mentioned earlier, to properly understand the propagation of acoustic and gravity waves due to atmospheric sources or seismic sources one should be able to properly model the Earth-Atmosphere system. Due to the high computational cost of the DG method we couple this method to a less expensive continuous Galerkin method (a spectral-element method) in the solid medium already available in the SPECFEM2D software package and that shares the same polynomial discretization as the DG method. Also, in order to validate the method in the fluid domain, we perform comparisons against a finite-difference method, already validated and published (Brissaud et al. 2016), which will provide solutions in complex atmospheric conditions. In this paper, we first quickly recall the main equations for wave propagation in the fluid and the solid media as well as boundary and interface conditions. We then describe numerical aspects of both continuous and DG methods as well as the fluid-solid interface numerical treatment. Next, we present the different atmosphere and Earth models and validation results (acoustic and gravity waves and absorption under windy atmospheric conditions) against finite-difference solutions. Finally, we simulate post-seismic acoustic and gravity waves and analyse the associated nonlinear breaking.



2 S O L I D A N D F L U I D E Q UAT I O N S In this section let us recall the different sets of equations for the propagation of acoustic and gravity waves for a viscous fluid and the propagation of compressional and shear waves in a solid medium, as well as the boundary and interface conditions required to close the fully coupled solid-fluid system. To limit the computational cost we will restrict the study to 2-D models and the work will need to be extended to 3-D models in future papers. We consider the following computation domains and boundaries: (i) The solid (respectively fluid) interior domain S (respectively F ) (ii) The fluid–solid boundary  FS (iii) The solid outer boundary  S, ext (iv) The fluid outer boundary  F, ext (v) The solid boundary  S =  FS ∪  S, ext (vi) The fluid boundary  F =  FS ∪  F, ext We will also make the following assumptions: (i) the atmosphere is a Newtonian fluid (ii) the atmosphere is an ideal gas (iii) the solid is an isotropic linear (i.e. we consider small elastic perturbations only) visco-elastic medium



2.1 Notations Table 1 summarizes the variables, constants and notations used in the paper.
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Table 1. The main variables, constants and notations used in our paper. Main variables have the following dimensions: ρ T (kg m−3 ), v F , v S (m s−1 ), e (J kg−1 ), T (K), g (m s−2 ), Cp , Cv (kg m2 s−2 K−1 ), κ (W K−1 m−1 ), p (kg m−1 s−2 ), μ (kg m−1 s−1 ), c, cS, p , cS, s (m s−1 ), N (rad Hz), Lx , Lz , h (m). Name



Meaning



Name



Meaning



F F  F, ext  FS kF T ρ vF p i v σe T μ Cp c g vS ST



T C cS, p f ρ , fv , f e n = (n x , n z ) v F,N T L Lx t PT t0



Fluid domain Fluid domain boundary Fluid domain outer boundary Fluid–solid interface Curvilinear element of the fluid domain Temperature Total atmospheric density Total fluid velocity Total atmospheric pressure Inviscid fluid stress tensor Viscous fluid stress tensor Viscous fluid energy tensor Temperature Dynamic viscosity Heat capacity at constant pressure Adiabatic sound velocity Gravitational acceleration Total solid velocity Total solid stress tensor Total solid strain tensor Total solid stiffness tensor P-wave solid wave velocity Mass, momentum and energy fluid sources Unit normal to a surface Fluid velocity projected in surface coordinates Navier–Stokes and Elastodynamics operators Domain size along x Time step Dominant time period of a source or a forcing Initial source or forcing time



S S  S, ext



Solid domain Solid domain boundary Solid domain outer boundary



∂kF ρS e v0,F , v1,F p0 , p1  0, i ,  1, i  0, v ,  1, v σ 0, e , σ 1, e γ κ Cv L N v S,0 , v S,1 S0 , S



0, 



λS , μS cS, s fS t = (tx , tz ) ˜i 



Boundary of a curvilinear element Background seismic density Total energy per unit mass Background and perturbation fluid velocities Background and perturbation atmospheric pressures Background and perturbation inviscid fluid stress tensors Background and perturbation viscous fluid stress tensors Background and perturbation viscous fluid energy tensors Ratio of specific heat Thermal conductivity Heat capacity at constant volume Mean free path Brunt-V¨ais¨al¨a frequency Background and perturbation solid velocities Background and perturbation solid stress tensors Background and perturbation solid strain tensors Lam´e parameters S-wave solid wave velocity Solid source Unit tangent vector to a surface Nonlinear fluid stress tensor



Lz x PS A



h Fb



Topography height Fluid bottom momentum forcing



Domain size along z Spatial step Dominant wavelength of a source or a forcing Source or forcing amplitude (or incident wave angle in Section 4.4) Velocity transmission and reflexion coefficients z−component of the fluid bottom momentum forcing



Tv , Rv fb



2.2 Atmosphere modelled by the Navier–Stokes equations system In the fluid domain, Navier–Stokes equations describe the nonlinear motion of viscous fluids. Various formulations exist for this nonlinear set of equations, the main difference lying in the choice of the last equation describing the energy balance from the state equation. Some authors, mainly in the climatology field, rely on the potential temperature (Shamarock et al. 2008; M¨uller et al. 2010) and others in the Computational Fluid Dynamics community use total energy as a conservative variable (Giraldo 1995; Bassi & Rebay 1997; Tang & Warnecke 2005; Chandrashekar & Zenk 2017). In our framework these formulations are similar, but considering total energy leads to less dissipative results (Giraldo & Restelli 2008), let us mention that when using alternative numerical methods, such as finite differences, pressure can also be used but the system is not conservative anymore (Kshevetskii & Gavrilov 2005). Then constitutive variables will be the fluid density ρ (kg m−3 ), the fluid velocity v (m s−1 ) and the total energy per unit mass e −1 (J kg ). Their evolution in time is described by three conservation equations: the conservation of mass, conservation of momentum and the conservation of energy. These equations read, for any point in the fluid domain F and ∀t > 0, ∂t ρ = −∇.(ρv F ) + f ρ , ∂t ρv = −∇.i + ∇.v + ρg + fv , ∂t ρe = −∇.({ρe + p}v F ) + ρg.v F + ∇.σe + f e ,



(1)



where g (m s−2 ) is the gravity acceleration, γ = Cvp is the gas constant with Cp (kg m2 s−2 K−1 ) the heat capacity at constant pressure, and Cv the heat capacity at constant volume (kg m2 s−2 K−1 ), p the pressure (kg m−1 s−2 ), fρ (kg m−3 s−1 ) the mass source, fv (kg m−2 s−2 ) the momentum source, fe (kg m−1 s−3 ) the energy source and  i (kg m−1 s−2 ) is the inviscid fluid stress tensor that reads   2 ρv F,x + p ρv F,x v F,z . (2) i = ρv F,x v F,z ρv 2F,z + p C
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 v (kg m−1 s−2 ) is the viscous fluid stress tensor and σ e (kg s−3 ) the viscous energy vector that read   (ηV − 23 μ)∇.v F μ(∂x v F,z + ∂z v F,x ) v = , σe = v F .v + κ∇T, μ(∂x v F,z + ∂z v F,x ) (ηV − 23 μ)∇.v F



(3)



where μ (kg m−1 s−1 ) is the shear viscosity. Atmospheric absorption can occur through two main mechanisms (Bass et al. 1984): losses due to dissipation of mechanical energy, and relaxation losses due to the conduction of heat energy. The shear (or dynamic) viscosity μ, due to shear stress applied to a fluid and relaxation of dilatational disturbances (i.e. viscous dissipation, heat conduction and molecular relaxations), reads (Zuckerwar & Ash 2006; Bass & Chambers 2001) μ=



 2 Lρc 2/π γ , 3



(4)



where L is the mean free path and c the adiabatic sound speed. The auxiliary variable ηV reads ηV =



4 μ. 3



(5)



Finally, T (K) is the temperature and κ (W K−1 m−1 ) the thermal conductivity that describes the fluid ability to conduct heat. Temperature reads, from the expression of total energy e   1 1 2 e − ||v F || , (6) T = Cv 2 where ||.|| is the R2 norm. Also, from the state equation (valid for the fluid considered as an ideal gas) follows a relationship between pressure and energy as   1 (7) p = (γ − 1)ρ e − ||v F ||2 , 2 and eq. (6) yields p = ρCv T. γ −1



(8)



2.3 Solid equations system: elastodynamics For the solid Earth, we will consider a linear isotropic visco-elastic heterogeneous solid. The solution in the solid medium will rely on the small perturbation hypothesis, that is, the hypothesis that the background evolution in time can be neglected. Linear wave equations can then be written as (Komatitsch & Tromp 1999) ρ S ∂t2 u S = ∇.S + f S ,



(9)



with  S(t) =



t



∞



∂t C(t − τ ) : (τ )dτ = CU : −



L 



Rm



m=1



∂t Rm = −Rm /τ Sm + δcm : /τ Sm 



Sm δcimjkl = −CiRjkl 1 − τi m jkl /τ 1 ∇u S + (∇u S )T 2



 L  



−t/τ Sm R



m Sm 1 − τi jkl /τ e = Ci jkl 1 − H (t), 



= Ci jkl



m=1 



CiUjkl



=



CiRjkl



 L  



m Sm 1 − τi jkl /τ , 1−



(10)



m=1



where u S (m) is the solid displacement, S (kg m−1 s−2 ) is the solid stress tensor, (s−1 ) is the strain rate tensor, C (kg m−1 s−1 ) the stiffness tensor, λS and μS the Lam´e parameters, ρ S the solid density, f S (kg m−2 s−2 ) an external force, CiRjkl , CiUjkl denote respectively the relaxed and unrelaxed modulus, τ Sm are the stress relaxation times (chosen to be the same for all components of the anelastic tensor), τi m jkl are the strain relaxation times (unique to each individual component of the anelastic tensor), L is the number of relaxation mechanisms and H is the Heaviside step function.
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2.4 Boundary conditions and fluid–solid interface One needs to provide boundary and interface conditions for both the solid medium and the fluid medium. First, because we did not implement absorbing boundary conditions for the fluid medium yet we will take periodic boundary conditions on lateral boundaries (boundaries defined at x = 0 and x = xmax where xmax is the maximum x-coordinate for the simulation domain) for both fluid and solid media. If we denote by  p the periodic boundaries we now consider the outer solid and fluid exterior boundaries as ˜ F,ext =  F,ext \  p and ˜ S,ext =  S,ext \  p . In the following we will simplify the notation and remove the tilde by considering  F, ext ,  S, ext to be, respectively, the outer fluid and solid boundaries without the periodic boundaries. For the fluid outer boundary conditions  F, ext we will consider perfect slip conditions, that is, the velocity field reads v F .n = 0



(11)



where n = (n x n z ) is the outer surface unit normal vector of  F, ext and t = (tx tz ) the unit tangent vector to the surface. For the solid medium we impose wall boundary conditions on  S, ext such that all displacement perturbations will be zero at the boundary. However, the SPECFEM2D software allows for absorbing boundary conditions in elastic regions (Komatitsch & Tromp 2003). At the fluid-solid boundary  FS we consider a frictionless slip boundary condition (Aki & Richards 1980) which implies continuity of the traction and normal velocity across the surface and no mass transfer between the two domains v F .n = v S .n i .n = ST .n,



(12)



where n is the outer unit normal vector of the solid-fluid boundary  FS .



2.5 Initial conditions: hydrostatic equilibrium In order to close the system one should finally provide initial conditions. At the initial time we require hydrodynamic equilibrium, that is, no temporal variation of the initial atmospheric background, in order to prevent from possible extra spurious wave sources due to atmospheric instabilities. We thus focus on models that meet the following requirements (i) Stratified models (no lateral spatial variations of atmospheric properties), (ii) No initial vertical velocity field. At the initial time, from eq. (1), constitutive equations then read: ∂z (μ∂z v F,x ) = 0 ∂z p = −ρgz ∂z (κ∂z T ) = 0



(13)



Eq. (13) shows that any set of initial horizontal velocity field vF, x and if the viscosity tensor is diagonal (i.e. if one considers no shear viscosity μ but only bulk viscosity profiles ηV ) and has no lateral variations is compatible with the hydrodynamic equilibrium. Also, eq. (13)-3 requires one to consider an adiabatic atmosphere with constant thermal conductivity or an isothermal atmosphere.



3 NUMERICAL METHOD 3.1 Discretization of Navier–Stokes and elastodynamics equations We consider two numerical methods in order to solve the problem: The DG method to compute the numerical solution in the fluid domain and the continuous Galerkin method (CG), in its spectral form, in the solid domain. We implemented the DG method in the open-source SPECFEM2D software package (Komatitsch & Tromp 1999; Chaljub et al. 2007). Other authors have already investigated coupled continuous– discontinuous Galerkin methods for multi-phase flows (Landet et al. 2015), coupled Navier–Stokes and Darcy equations (Dawson 2008), fluid-structure interactions (Chidyagwai & Rivi`ere 2010) or acousto-elastic waves (Ye et al. 2016), but the coupled Navier–Stokes and elastodynamics equations for acoustic and gravity wave propagation have not been implemented yet to the best of our knowledge.



3.1.1 Fluid domain: discontinuous spectral-element method The fluid interior domain is discretized using the DG method (Kopriva et al. 2002; Kopriva 2006; Hesthaven & Warburton 2007). In order to construct the global approximation we decompose the domain  into non-overlapping curvilinear mesh elements such that, Ne kF ,  F = ∪k=1
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where Ne is the number of elements and kF a curvilinear mesh element with ∂kF its boundary. We also define the 2-D reference element I = [ − 1, 1]2 and introduce for each element (kF )k=1,Ne a smooth, bijective transformation Fk (I ) = kF (this assumes that the Jacobian of F the mesh transformation is never singular which is a required condition when building a good-quality mesh). Also, for the sake of simplicity and for consistency with the continuous spectral-element method used in the solid domain, we will assume that the mesh is geometrically conforming. The transformation Fk needs to be approximated by a polynomial mapping based on a set of Nc control nodes. For generic F vectors  and Qk that lie, respectively, in I and kF this mapping writes Qk =  ◦ F−1k .



(15)



F



We introduce the set of Gauss–Lobatto–Legendre (GLL) points and then define a basis of P N by considering the Lagrange interpolants (h iN )i=1,N +1 at the GLL points, that is, the N + 1 polynomials of order N that satisfy, ∀(i, j) ∈ [1, N + 1]2 h iN (ζ j ) = δi j .



(16)



In 2-D we define the Lagrange interpolants as h iNj (ζ ) = h iN (ξ )h Nj (η), where ζ = (ξ , η) is the generic coordinate vector associated with the reference element. We can now construct a polynomial basis ( ij )i = 1, N + 1; j = 1, N + 1 such that i j = h iNj ,



i = 1, N + 1



j = 1, N + 1.



(17)



Then, the mapping defined in eq. (15) now writes Qk =  ◦ F−1k ≈ F



N +1 N +1  



  Qk (xi j )i j F−1k xi j ,



(18)



F



i=1 j=1



where xi j = Fk (ζi j ) ∈ kF , i, j = 1, N + 1 are the control nodes coordinates. F We finally introduce the polynomial space for discretization Vk = { ∈ L2 ( F ) ∩ H1 (kF ) : |k =  ◦ F−1k , with  ∈ P N , F F k = 1, Ne }. We numerically solve the system (1) for variables Q ∈ Vk4 ⎛ ⎞ ρ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ m x = ρvx ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ (19) Q=⎜ ⎟, ⎜ m z = ρvz ⎟ ⎝ ⎠ E = ρe with the momentum vector m that reads m = (m x , m z ). By multiplication of eq. (1) with a test function  ∈ Vk and after integration over an element kF , we obtain    ∂t ρdk = − ∇.(ρv F )dk + f ρ dk , kF







kF



kF



 ∂t mdk = −



∇.i dk +



kF











kF



kF



∂t Edk = −



kF







kF



kF



 ∂t mdk =











kF



 i .∇dk −



kF



∂t Edk =



kF



∂kF



∂kF



kF







i .ndk − 



 ρg.v F dk +



This can be written in terms of fluxes as    ∂t Qdk = Fi (Q).∇dk − kF







∇.σe dk +



ρv F .ndk +



{ρe + p}v F .∇dk −



kF



kF



 kF



 ρgdk +



kF



kF



fv dk , 



ρg.v F dk +



kF



f e dk .



(20)











+







∇.v dk +



∇.({ρe + p}v F )dk +



Then, by integration by parts,    ∂t ρdk = ρv F .∇dk − kF



kF







kF



∂kF



∂kF



kF



kF



f ρ dk , 



v .∇dk + 



{ρe + p}v F .ndk −



 ∂kF



kF



v .ndk + 



σe .∇dk +



 kF



∂kF



ρgdk +



kF



fv dk ,



σe .ndk



f e dk .



Fi∗ (Q).ndk +



(21) 



 kF



Fv (Q).∇dk −



∂kF



Fv∗ (Q).ndk +







 kF



Gdk +



kF



f F dk , (22)
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0



⎛



⎞



fρ



⎜ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ fv ⎜ 0 ⎟ ⎜ x ⎜ ⎟ G=⎜ ⎟ fF = ⎜ ⎜ fv ⎜ ρgz ⎟ ⎝ z ⎝ ⎠ ρgz v F,z fe and



⎛



⎜ ⎜ ⎜ Fv = ⎜ ⎜ ⎝ Fi∗







⎛



⎞ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎠



ρv F,x



ρv F,z



⎜ ⎜ ρv 2 + p F,x ⎜ Fi = ⎜ ⎜ ρv F,x v F,z ⎝ (ρe + p)vx



⎞



⎟ ρv F,x v F,z ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ρv 2F,z + p ⎟ ⎠ (ρe + p)vz



(23)



0



0 



ηV − 23 μ ∇.v F



μ(∂x v F,z + ∂z v F,x )



μ(∂x v F,z + ∂z v F,x )







v F,x ηV − 23 μ ∇.v F + v F,z μ(∂x v F,z + ∂z v F,x ) + κ∂x T
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v F,x μ (∂x v F,z



(ηV − 23 μ)∇.v F 



+ ∂z v F,x ) + v F,z ηV − 23 μ ∇.v F ) + κ∂z T



⎞ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟. ⎟ ⎠



(24)



Fv∗



and denote the value of inviscid and viscous fluxes at the boundary. Coupling between neighbouring elements is recovered by the interface flux F∗ using the Lax-Friedrich approximation. This approach, even though slightly more dissipative than other techniques (e.g. Roe fluxes), works well for both subsonic and super-sonic wave propagation (Hesthaven & Warburton 2007). It reads, for any unknown qk ∈ Vk and element kF     1 ∗ F .ndk ≈ F(qk ).n − λ[qk ] dk , (25) 2 ∂kF ∂kF where F(qk ) = 12 (F(qk+ ) + F(qk− )) is the average mean, [qk ] = (qk+ − qk− ) is the jump, and λ is the approximate local maximum linearized acoustic wave speed that reads     γ p(s)   .  (26) λ = maxs∈{x − ,x + } ||v F (s)|| +  ρ(s)  The ‘−’ and ‘+’ notations denote the interior and exterior states, and x− , x+ are the interior and exterior location along the element boundary  k . Another technique is implemented for viscous terms: following Bassi & Rebay (1997) we use a local DG method. Instead of applying Galerkin identities to temperature and velocity gradients in viscous fluxes Fv in eq. (23), that method consists in using a two-step approach: first we introduce auxiliary variables by defining vector T and tensor V as T = ∇T ;



V = ∇v F .



(27)



By multiplication of eq. (27) with a test function  ∈ Vk2 and after integration by parts over an element kF one obtains, for the temperature,     T .dkF = ∇T.dkF = − T ∇.dkF + T .ndk , (28) kF



kF



kF



∂kF



The same holds for the fluid velocity v F . Note that for viscous numerical fluxes, that do not represent wave propagation, we only take the average between left and right state at the boundary. Next, after solving eq. (28), it consists in injecting T and V in viscous fluxes from eq. (24). Finally, we use a classical total variation diminishing limiting technique called ‘MUSCL’ (Monotone Upstream-centred Scheme for Conservation Laws, refer to e.g. LeVeque 2002) in order to avoid spurious oscillations coming from shock propagation (details in Section 3.4).



3.1.2 Solid domain: continuous spectral-element method We use, in the solid part, a classical continuous Galerkin SEM (e.g. Chaljub et al. 2007) with the same polynomial space Vh as in the fluid domain. Let us only recall here the main discretized equations. From eq. (9), by multiplication with a test function  ∈ Vh and after integration over the domain S , one obtains    ρ S ∂t v S d = ∇.Sd + f S d. (29) S



S



S



By integration by parts one obtains    ρ S ∂t v S d = − S.∇d + S



 =−



S



S



S



 S.nd +



 S.∇d +



F S



S



f S d



 S.nd +



 S,ext



 S.nd +



S



f S d.
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We enforce rigid boundary conditions at the exterior solid boundaries  S, ext :     ρ S ∂t v S d = − S.∇d + S.nd + f S d. S



S



F S



(31)



S



Note that the memory variable equation (10)-2 is a simple ODE that will be only updated in time and does not require a Galerkin discretization.



3.2 Fluid–solid interfaces The strategy to take into account the coupling between the Earth and the atmosphere consists in imposing perturbations of traction and velocity on both sides of the interface using boundary integrals. The coupling strategy from the solid to the fluid requires a few more steps than from the fluid to the solid because one needs to constrain the energy and the tangential velocity at the boundary.



3.2.1 Fluid to solid The treatment of mechanical boundary conditions is similar to that in Komatitsch et al. (2000) and consists in imposing the stress at the boundary, as described in eq. (12), such that   ST .nd = (−i + v ).nd. (32) F S



F S



We recall that in the solid medium we solve only for linear perturbation and thus we recast eq. (31) in terms of perturbations   S.nd = (−1,i + 1,v ).nd.



(33)



The whole solid system (10) thus reads,    ρ S ∂t v S d = − S.∇d +



(34)



F S



F S



S



S



F S



 (−1,i + 1,v ).nd +



fd. S



3.2.2 Solid to fluid At the solid-fluid boundary one needs to enforce mass, momentum and energy fluxes in eq. (21) from the boundary conditions specified in eq. (12). Note that this boundary condition involves the whole velocity and pressure fields, but as the equations in the solid medium will be solved in terms of small perturbations, we need to specify the conditions upon those perturbations. As long as the propagation in the fluid and close to the surface is linear we can also rely on the perturbation method near the fluid-solid interface. We thus split the fluid fields in mean and perturbation as v F = v0,F + v1,F i = 0,i + 1,i .



(35)



We also consider the total fluid stress tensor  T =  0, T +  1, T as T = −i + v 0,T = −0,i + 0,v .



(36)



With these notations the condition (12) reads v F .n = v S .n T = (0,T + 1,T ).n = (S0 + S).n.



(37)



The system being at equilibrium at the initial time, there is no initial velocity field in the solid medium (v0,S = 0) and tractions are balanced between the fluid and solid media (0,T .n = S0 .n). We also consider no fluid velocity field at the initial time near the fluid-solid interface, that is, near  F S v F = v1,F . Therefore, v F .n = v S .n 1,T .n = S.n.



(38)



The mass flux on the fluid-solid boundary  FS is straightforward to enforce because there is no mass transfer between the media and thus (ρv F .n)| F S = (ρv S .n)| F S
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(40)



From the condition (12) it is possible to determine the velocity at the boundary such that, v F,N T = Av F ⇔ A−1 v N T = v F ,



(41)



where v F,N T is the fluid velocity projected on the normal n and tangential t directions along the boundary. A is the transformation matrix between Cartesian coordinates and fluid-solid interface coordinates     nx nz tz −n z 1 A= A−1 = . (42) n x tz − tx n z −tx tx tz nx The normal-tangential velocity vector is given by the boundary condition such that   v S .n . v F,N T = v F .t N T



(43)



Finally, for the energy flux we need to find a value for the pressure perturbation at the interface. Indeed, at the boundary the energy flux reads {(ρe + p)v F + σe }.n| F S = {(ρe + p)v F + v .v F + κ∇T }.n| F S .



(44)



Since at the fluid-solid interface the temperature is continuous and as the heat flux is negligible under the assumptions made for the solid medium in Section 2 we will neglect the heat flux at the boundary ∇T | F S = 0, eq. (44) reads {(ρe + p)v F + v .v F + κ∇T }.n| F S = {(ρe + p)v F + v .v F }.n| F S . Expanding the total energy in terms of pressure, density and velocity, one has     ρ p 2 {(ρe + p)v F + v .v F + κ∇T }.n| F S = + ||v F || + p v S .n + (v .v F ).n  γ −1 2 F S     ρ γ p + ||v F,N T ||2 v S .n + (v .v F ).n  . = γ −1 2 F S



(45)



(46)



The only remaining unknown is the pressure, which we will enforce with the continuity of the traction. We first define the nonlinear stress ˜i tensor   2  v F,x v F,x v F,z ˜i = ρ  . (47) v F,x v F,z v 2F,z ˜ i . Then, from eq. (37) Using the notation defined in eq. (47), the total stress tensor now reads: i = pI +  T .n = (0,T − 1,i + 1,v ).n = (S0 + S).n −1,i .n = (S − 1,v ).n ˜ 1,i ).n = (−S + 1,v ).n ( p1 I +  ˜ 1,i + 1,v ).n p1 n = (−S −  ˜ 1,i + 1,v ).n nT .( p1 n) = nT .(−S −  ˜ 1,i + 1,v ).n. p1 = nT .(−S − 



(48)



˜ 1,i are known at the boundary  FS since they only depend on the fluid velocity v F , Note that the viscous and nonlinear stress tensor  v and  which is known from eq. (43). Numerically, we impose weakly these boundary conditions in the DG formulation (22). As the propagation within the solid medium is linear we remove the jump across the interface in eq. (25) such that   1 (F| F S− + F| F S+ ).ndk , F ∗ .ndk = (49) k k ∂ F ∩ F S ∂ F ∩ F S 2 where F|−F S is the flux at the fluid-solid boundary prescribed from the solid medium by eqs (39)–(40)–(47)–(48) and F|+F S is the interior flux at the fluid-solid boundary coming from the fluid domain.
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3.3 Time discretization In order to march the solution in time with a certain level of accuracy and enforce the Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) property (Hesthaven & Warburton 2007) we use a fifth-order strong stability preserving Runge–Kutta scheme (Spiteri & Ruuth 2002) that reads, for any constitutive variable v ⎧ v(0) = 0; v˜ (0) = 0, ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ v˜ (i) = αi v˜ (i−1) + tL(˜v(i−1) ), (50) ⎪ v(i) = v(i−1) + βi v˜ (i) , ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ vn+1 = v(5) . with v˜ an auxiliary variable and coefficients (α i )i = 1, 5 ⎧ ⎪ i 1 2 3 4 ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ αi = 0 −0.418 −1.1922 −1.6978 ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ βi = 0.1497 0.3792 0.823 0.6995



and (β i )i = 1, 5 read 5 −1.5142 ,



(51)



0.1531



where L denotes the Navier–Stokes and elastodynamics operators and t the time step.



3.4 Slope-limiting procedure Let us quickly recall the formulation of the solutions at the interfaces given by the slope-limiting procedure in a 1-D case. The reader can refer to Hesthaven & Warburton (2007) for more details. We first define the minmod function m as  s ∗ min1≤i≤3 |ai |, |s| = 1 , (52) m(a1 , a2 , a3 ) = 0, otherwise m with s = 13 i=1 sign(ai ). This minmod function defined in eq. (52) is zero except if the three arguments have the same sign. In this case, the function will return the smallest of the three arguments with the sign defined by s. If the three arguments are taken as the slope of the solution in neighbouring elements, the minmod function will be zero when the signs of the slopes are not the same (different signs indicate that there is an oscillation), and otherwise return the smallest slope. The minmod function acts as a problem identifier and also a slope limiter. From the minmod function we define interface fluxes as 



k+1 − u kh , vlk = u kh − m u kh − u lk , u kh − u k−1 h , uh 



k+1 − u kh , (53) vrk = u kh − m u rk − u kh , u kh − u k−1 h , uh



where vlk and vrk are left and right interface solutions that respect the Total Variation Diminishing in the Mean (TVDM, e.g. in Chapter 5 in Hesthaven & Warburton 2007) properties, u kh is the discretized solution at element k, u kh the mean of solution u kh on the element k, u lk and u rk the left and right values of the solution and h is the distance between the centre of two neighbouring elements. For sufficiently small time steps t these solutions satisfy the TVDM properties. Considering a first-order slope limiter one assumes that the solution reads 



(54) u kh (x) = u kh + x − x0k ∂x u kh , where x0 is the location of the centre of element k. Then, in order to satisfy eq. (53) on the interfaces one defines the first-order slope limited solution as   k k−1 



u k+1 − u kh h k k k k uh − uh , 1 u h (x) = u h + x − x0 m ∂x u h , . (55) h/2 h/2 In our case we consider a more stable but dissipative approach given by the classic MUSCL limiter (LeVeque 2002) that writes   k k−1 



u k+1 − u kh h k k k k uh − uh , . 1 u h (x) = u h + x − x0 m ∂x u h , h h



(56)



In addition to avoid applying the slope limiter and in order to prevent from applying the limiting (but numerically dissipative) procedure in smooth regions, in which we would then lose accuracy, we apply the following procedure: (1) Compute interface values (vlk , vrk ) of the solution following eq. (53), (2.a) If we have (vlk , vrk ) ≈ (u kh (xlk ), u kh (xrk )) then there is no need for limiting the solution (This is strictly equal because it is dependent on the numerical scheme accuracy), (2.b) Otherwise, we break the TVDM property and then limit the solution using eq. (56) and thus replacing u kh (x) by its limited value 1 u kh (x).
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Table 2. Constant parameters of the isothermal model: from left to right, surface density, scale height, gravity, sound speed, square of the Brunt-V¨ais¨al¨a frequency, acoustic cut-off angular frequency, ratio of heat capacities, and temperature. We use a constant molar mass of 28.96 g mol−1 .



Model 1 Model 2



2



ρ 0 (kg m−3 )



H (km)



gz (m s−2 )



c (m s−1 )



N 2 ( rad ) s2



wc (rad s−1 )



γ (no unit)



T (◦ K)



1 0.4



8.417 29



9.81 9.831



340 631



3.3 × 10−4 10−4



0.0202 0.011



1.4 1.4



287.5 1000



Finally, to reduce the loss of accuracy around local extrema we modify the minmod function following Shu (1987) as m(a1 , a2 , a3 ) = m(a1 , a2 + Mh 2 sign (a2 ), a3 + Mh 2 sign (a3 )).



(57)



where M is a constant that represents the upper bound of the second derivative at the local extrema. This constant M can be hard to select in practice because too small values gives the classical minmod function, while too large values reintroduce the oscillations that have been removed by the slope limiter. Based on empirical tests not shown here we set M = 0.05.



4 B E N C H M A R K C A S E S A N D A P P L I C AT I O N S T O A C O U S T I C A N D G R AV I T Y WAV E S Let us first validate our DG method against finite-difference solutions already validated and published in Brissaud et al. (2016). By doing so we can validate simulations in complex atmospheric cases even though no analytical solutions are available. That finite-difference code is based on a linear approach with a small perturbation approximation and thus will be useful only for smooth background conditions and low amplitude waves. However it takes into account gravity, attenuation and horizontal wind variations with altitude. We thus use this validation process only for linear solutions in a domain without any coupling with the Earth nor topography since the finite-difference code does not account for these issues. Finally, we added in Appendices A and B other benchmark test results of typical fluid dynamics problems produced by our modelling tool.



4.1 Atmosphere and Earth physical models Let us simulate wave propagation in several atmosphere models. We will design an isothermal model to test the stability of the calculations relative to the exponential density decrease in the atmosphere. We will then build a more realistic model coming from empirical data with only vertical variations of the parameters.



4.1.1 Isothermal model We first create a model where air density and pressure decrease exponentially with a constant scale height, all other parameters being constant. The values of these parameters are representative of those observed in the low-atmosphere (‘Model 1’) and the thermosphere (‘Model 2’) and are summarized in Table 2. The model is built assuming an ideal gas in hydrostatic equilibrium at constant temperature (Nappo 2002) and thus satisfies the hydrostatic equilibrium eqs (13).



4.1.2 Realistic atmosphere model In order to verify the stability of our calculations relative to realistic vertical variations of atmospheric parameters, we create a model that exhibits only vertical variations of the bulk viscosity profile that is extracted from the MSISE-00 atmosphere model (Picone et al. 2002), and from the HWM93 atmospheric wind model (Hedin 1991). The thermodynamic properties of the atmospheric compounds are taken from the NIST web-book data base (Linstrom & Mallard 2015, http://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry, retrieved 31 May 2017). We extracted a vertical viscosity and wind profile for conditions corresponding to a surface point at latitude 36.5◦ , longitude 158.7◦ at 7:47:40 UTC on March 11, 2011. This space and time location corresponds to the coordinates of the crossing between the post-seismic infrasonic waves generated by the Tohoku earthquake in Japan and the GOCE satellite (Garcia et al. 2013). We still face three limitations in the construction of atmosphere models. First, when one considers a coupled solid-atmosphere simulation with a non-flat topography, and if the initial horizontal atmosphere velocity field is non-zero at the boundary, the wind acts as a constant force against the solid medium and continuously generates seismic waves. This happens because we do not build a proper boundary layer at the fluid-solid interface. Second, since realistic models, as the MSISE−00 model, are empirical models they do not honour hydrostatic constrains at initial time specified in Section 2.5. This means that a filtering procedure is required on the initial density field to avoid generating instabilities. Then, from eq. (13) the density at the initial time must verify ρ=



∂z p . gz



(58)



With the initial pressure field provided by the empirical atmosphere model we then compute a new density profile that honours the hydrostatic equilibrium. This works well for low altitude simulations but gives very low densities that are close to the numerical scheme error at altitudes
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Table 3. Simulation parameters corresponding to Model 2 from Section 4.1.1 for Simulation 4.2, that is, the case of a plane-wave ‘high-frequency’ forcing in a viscous atmosphere with exponentially decaying density. Lx × Lz (km) 1 × 280



x (m)



t (s)



ρ (kg m−3 )



c (m s−1 )



μ (kg m−1 s−1 )



κ (W K−1 m−1 )



gz (m s−2 )



vF, x (m s−1 )



100



5.10−3



Varying



631



3/4



0



9.831



0



Figure 1. Vertical velocity for the finite-difference solution (‘FD solution’) and without viscosity (‘FD solution without viscosity’) and the discontinuous Galerkin solution (‘DG solution’) as well as the difference between the two multiplied by a factor 5 (‘5*(DG-FD)’). The signals are shown through time for Simulation 4.2, that is, the case of a plane-wave ‘high-frequency’ forcing in a viscous atmosphere with exponentially decaying density. The comparison is shown at the three recording stations located at the same x = 0.3 km, their position along z being, from left to right, z = 186.7, 217.8 and 248.9 km. The atmosphere is considered isothermal (Table 3).



above 150 km, which leads to instabilities. These two points should be investigated in more details in future work. Finally, as one can note in eq. (13), if there is an initial horizontal velocity field, in order to get hydrostatic equilibrium at the initial time, the shear viscosity and thermal conductivity must be constants or ‘compensate’ the vertical variations of the initial velocity. Thus, we will only consider the diagonal elements of the viscous stress tensor  v in eq. (1). The MSISE-00 model provides the thermal conductivity, from which we compute the bulk viscosity (that accounts for thermal relaxation). Thermal effects being taken into account by the bulk viscosity, we will thus take in this case κ = 0.



4.2 Plane-wave ‘high-frequency’ forcing in a viscous atmosphere with exponentially decaying density The first validation concerns attenuation processes (both volume and shear viscosity). We consider a high-frequency spatially uniform forcing, ∀x ∈  F S :  ! t−(t −P /4) "2 "  ! t−(t0 +PT /4) 2 T 0 − − PT /4 PT /4 , (59) −e f (x, t) = A e where PT = 6 s is the dominant time period of the forcing signal, t0 = 6 s is the starting forcing time and the forcing amplitude is A = 0.01 m s−1 . The atmosphere is described by Model 2 in Section 4.1.1 and summarized in Table 3. Let us now compare numerical and analytical particle velocities at several recording stations. Fig. 1 shows recorded vertical velocity at various altitudes at the same x location. One notes a good agreement in terms of phase and amplitude between the finite-difference and the DG simulations, with a maximum relative error of less than 5 per cent.



4.3 Bottom ‘low-frequency’ forcing in an atmosphere with exponentially decaying density In order to study and validate gravito-acoustic wave propagation and the underlying physical processes, we consider the forcing function, ∀x ∈  F S :   ! t−(t −P /4) "2 "  ! x−(x0 +PS /4) 2 x−(x0 −PS /4) 2 t−(t0 +PT /4) 2 T 0 − − − − PS /4 PS /4 PT /4 PT /4 , (60) e −e f (x, t) = e −e where PT = 400 s is the dominant time period of the forcing signal, PS = 20 km is the dominant wavelength along x, t0 = 450 s is the starting forcing time, and x0 = 75 km is the position of the bottom forcing along x. The atmosphere is described by Model 1 in Section 4.1.1 and summarized in Table 4 with Brunt-V¨ais¨al¨a squared frequency N2 = 3.3 × 10−4 rad2 s−2 . We perform a windy simulation for which we set a
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Table 4. Simulation parameters corresponding to Model 1 from Section 4.1.1 for Simulation 4.3, that is, the case of a bottom ‘low-frequency’ forcing in an atmosphere with exponentially decaying density with a wind duct. Lx × Lz (km) 150 × 37.5



x (m)



t (s)



250



10−2



ρ (kg m−3 ) Varying



c (m s−1 )



μ (kg m−1 s−1 )



κ (W K−1 m−1 )



gz (m s−2 )



vF, x (m s−1 )



340



(3/4)10−5



0



9.81



Varying



Figure 2. Vertical velocity for the finite-difference (‘FD solution’) and the discontinuous Galerkin solutions (‘DG solution’) as well as the difference between the two multiplied by a factor 10 (‘10*(DG-FD)’). The signals are shown through time for Simulation 4.3, that is, the case of a bottom ‘low-frequency’ forcing in an atmosphere with exponentially decaying density with a wind duct. The comparison is shown at the four recording stations located at the same altitude z = 10 km, their position along x being, from top to bottom, x = 34.3, 66.7, 88.3 and 116.7 km. The atmosphere is considered isothermal (Table 4).



sinusoidal initial background wind as, at t = 0   2π z . v F,x (x, 0) = 100 sin 37500



(61)



Let us compare DG and FD particle velocities at several recording stations for a simulation with a strong background wind. Fig. 2 shows recorded vertical velocity at various locations along the same altitude. One notes a good agreement in terms of phase and amplitude between the finite-difference and DG simulations, with a maximum relative error of less than 2 per cent. One can also note the impact of the Doppler shift on gravity wave propagation: upwind waves have a larger period and larger amplitude than downwind ones. Again, the results show a very good agreement in terms of vertical velocity against the finite-difference solution. Fig. 3 presents snapshots of the DG simulation. A typical feature of gravity wave propagation can be observed: the group and phase velocities are orthogonal.



4.4 Plane wave transmission/reflection from ground to atmosphere In order to validate the fluid-solid coupling over a hilly terrain, we propagate a plane wave from the solid Earth up to the atmosphere and compare wave amplitudes using the analytical reflection and transmission coefficients.



Figure 3. Snapshots of vertical velocity for the discontinuous Galerkin solution for Simulation 4.3, that is, the case of a bottom ‘low-frequency’ forcing in an atmosphere with exponentially decaying density with a wind duct. Snapshots are shown, on the top, from left to right, at times t = 400, 800 and, on the bottom, from left to right, at times t = 1110, 1213 s. Red colours indicate positive vertical velocities and blue colours negative ones. The green squares show the location of the recording stations. The atmosphere is considered isothermal (Table 4).
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Figure 4. Topography for Simulation 4.4, that is, the case of a plane wave transmission/reflection from ground to atmosphere. Blue corresponds to the fluid medium and grey to the solid medium. A, B and C are respectively the incident and transmitted waves angles, and topography angle. The arrows show the direction of propagation of waves, and the dashed lines are the normal to the surface and the line along the flat terrain. Table 5. Simulation parameters corresponding to Model 1 from Section 4.1.1 for Simulation 4.4, that is, the case of a plane wave transmission/reflection from ground to atmosphere. Fluid



Lx × Lz (km)



x (m)



t (s)



ρ (kg m−3 )



c (m s−1 )



μ (kg m−1 s−1 )



κ (W K−1 m−1 )



gz (m s−2 )



vF, x (m s−1 )



Solid



6.4 × 2.4 − h (x) Lx × Lz (km) 6.4 × 2.4 + h (x)



89 x (m) 89



5.10−3 t (s) 5.10−3



1 ρ 2500



340 cS, p 3400



0 cS, s 1963



0 Q 0



0 f0 0



0 – –



To do so we consider a spatially uniform forcing Fb = f b ez (kg m−1 s−2 ), ∀x ∈  S , t > 0 $# $ ! $# $ ! # # " " t − (t0 + PT /4) − t−(t0P−P/4T /4) 2 t − (t0 + PT /4) − t−(t0P+P/4T /4) 2 1 1 T T e e f b (x, t) = −2 +2 , PT /4 PT /4 PT /4 PT /4



(62)



where the dominant time period is PT = 0.5 s and the starting time is t0 = 0.5 s. This forcing is introduced as a stress such that from eq. (31)     ρ S ∂t v S d = − S.∇d + S.nd + Fb .nd. (63) S



S



F S



S



We will also consider a triangle-shaped topography h, ∀x ∈  S  h max (x − x1 ) if x2 > x >= x1 x2 −x1 h(x) = , h max (x − x3 ) if x3 > x >= x2 x2 −x3



(64)



where hmax = 500 m, x1 = 1600 m and x2 = 3200 m. In order to validate the numerical simulations we analytically compute expected amplitudes of transmitted and reflected waves depending on the wave incidence angle. Fig. 4 shows the incidence wave angle A and transmitted wave angle B relative to the surface inclination. From the angle C, the inclination ) = 0.5586 rad. of the topography, we can easily find the incidence angle A such that A = C. Following eq. (64) we find A = arctan( xh2max −x1 Using Snell’s law we compute the cosine of angle B as  c2 (65) cos(B) = 1 − 2 sin2 A, c S, p where cS, p is the P-wave velocity in the solid medium. Now, from Aki & Richards (1980), we find velocity transmission Tv and reflexion Rv coefficients as ⎧ S, p cos A ⎨ Tv = ρ C 2ρc S p cos B+ρc cos A . (66) ⎩ Rv = ρc cos A−ρS cS, p cos B ρ S c S, p cos B+ρc cos A Thus for normal incidence (A = 0) we obtain Tv = 1.9999 and Rv = 0.9999 and for oblique incidence (A = 0.5586, cos(B) = 0.9986) we get Tv = 1.6983. Let us now compare the amplitude of the numerical solutions to analytical amplitudes using eq. (66) at several recording stations for a simulation in an homogeneous solid and fluid. The atmosphere is described by Model 1 in Section 4.1.1 and summarized in Table 5. Fig. 5 shows the propagation, at different times, of incident P-wave and reflected P and S waves in the solid as well as acoustic wave fronts in the fluid. One notes normal and oblique plane wave fronts propagating respectively over flat and oblique terrains. We also note spherical waves propagating from the sharp corners of the topography because these ground irregularities act as point sources from the Huygens principle, that is, act as diffraction points. Also, due to the wave speed contrast, waves in the fluid domain have smaller wavelength than in the solid. Table 6. Simulation parameters corresponding to Model 2 from Section 4.1.1 for Simulation 4.5, that is, the case of the validation of the contact discontinuity for nonlinear acoustic waves: the shock tube test. Lx × Lz (km) 4×1



x (m)



t (s)



ρ (kg m−3 )



c (m s−1 )



μ (kg m−1 s−1 )



κ (W K−1 m−1 )



gz (m s−2 )



vF, x (m s−1 )



0.01



10−3



Varying



Varying



0



0



0



0
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Figure 5. Snapshots of vertical velocity for the discontinuous Galerkin solution for Simulation 4.4, that is, the case of a plane wave transmission/reflection from ground to atmosphere with a wind duct. Snapshots are shown, from left to right, at time t = 0.6, 2.1 and 6 s. Fluid and solid vertical velocities are normalized separately. Red colours indicate positive vertical velocities and blue colours negative ones. The green squares show the location of the recording stations. The atmosphere is considered isothermal (Table 5).



Figure 6. Vertical velocity for the discontinuous Galerkin solution (‘Solution’) at various locations to observe normal transmitted waves, oblique transmitted waves as well as reflected waves and it also shows analytical amplitudes computed using eq. (66) for normal transmitted waves (‘Analytical amp. for normal trans. wave’ using Tv with A = 0), oblique transmitted waves (‘Analytical amp. for oblique trans. wave’ using Tv with A = 0.5586 rad) and reflected waves (‘Analytical amp. for reflected wave’ using Rv with A = 0). The signals are shown through time for Simulation 4.4, that is, the case of a plane wave transmission/reflection from ground to atmosphere. The comparison is shown at three recording stations located, at (x, z) = (0.35, 2.8) km, (x, z) = (2.2, 3.1) km and (x, z) = (0.3, 0.8) km. The atmosphere is considered isothermal (Table 5).



Fig. 6 shows signals of transmitted and reflected P-waves through time. The DG method with topography gives good results in terms of maximum expected amplitude for oblique and normal transmission.



4.5 Validation of the contact discontinuity for nonlinear acoustic waves: the shock tube test This validation case, called the Sod’s shock tube test, first proposed by Sod (1978) corresponds to the generation of shock waves due to density contrast between two fluids. Initial density and pressure profiles can be found in Kursungecmez (2015), and the exact solution is given in Whitham (2011). At the initial time t = 0 s, pressure and density read ⎧ ⎨ 1 if x > 0.5 p= ⎩ 0.1 if x ≤ 0.5 ⎧ ⎨ 1 if x > 0.5 . ρ= (67) ⎩ 0.125 if x ≤ 0.5 This initial state in eq. (67) can be produced by having a diaphragm in the middle of the tube. The gas to the left and right of the diaphragm is initially at rest. The pressure and density are discontinuous across the diaphragm. At t = 0 s, the diaphragm is broken. An expansion wave and two types of singularities then propagate through the tube. The initial simulation setup is given by eq. (67) and summarized in Table 6. Fig. 7 shows that the initial discontinuity in (67) develops into a left moving expansion wave, right moving shock wave and right going contact discontinuity. One notes that numerical dissipation smooths out the contact surface since we only use a first-order slope limiter. But
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Figure 7. On the top, domain configuration at initial time for Simulation 4.5, that is, the case of a validation of the contact discontinuity for nonlinear acoustic waves: the shock tube test. The high density fluid is represented on the left in red and the low density one in dark-red colour. On the bottom, density signals for the DG simulation. The signals are shown along x for Simulation 4.5, that is, the case of a validation of the contact discontinuity for nonlinear acoustic waves: the shock tube test. The comparison is shown at two times t = 0.075 and 0.15 s and along x for same location z = 0.01 m. The atmosphere is considered isothermal (Table 6). Table 7. Simulation parameters corresponding to Model 2 from Section 4.1.1 for Simulation 5.1, that is, the case of nonlinear acoustic waves. Lx × Lz (km) 5 × 300



x (m)



t (s)



ρ (kg m−3 )



c (m s−1 )



μ (kg m−1 s−1 )



κ (W K−1 m−1 )



gz (m s−2 )



vF, x (m s−1 )



100



5.10−3



Varying



631



(3/4)10−4



0



9.831



0



because we do not focus on strong shocks, and since there is a trade-off between computation time and accuracy for the slope limiter, the efficiency of the first order slope limiter is sufficient for our applications.



5 A P P L I C AT I O N S T O A C O U S T I C A N D G R AV I T Y WAV E S P R O PA G AT I O N 5.1 Nonlinear acoustic waves In this subsection we study nonlinear acoustic wave fronts created by strong vertical velocity bottom forcing. We run a simulation similar to that in Section 4.2, but we increase the bottom forcing amplitude in eq. (59), using A = 10 m s−1 . The atmosphere is described by Model 2 in Section 4.1.1 and summarized in Table 7. This test demonstrates the numerical method capability to take into account acoustic wave breaking in the atmosphere and measure the experimental limit of linear theory applied to acoustic and gravity wave propagation. In Fig. 8, as the amplitude gets stronger the wave packet slowly distorts (see the signal at the station located at z = 96.6 km) leading to a typical ‘saw-toothed’ shape and, finally, a N-wave shock (Whitham 2011) whereas in the finite-difference linear code the wave front amplitude only increases as the wave propagates in the atmosphere. This should be investigated in a more realistic model in future work because it seems to show that infrasounds can break for low Mach numbers. One also notes Gibbs oscillations in the vicinity of discontinuities due to lack of spatial resolution, but since viscosity is non-zero, they are damped through time.



5.2 Strong seismic wave We study the propagation of a strong seismic wave from the ground to the atmosphere due to a moment tensor source. We rely on a simple isothermal stratified model and focus on shocks and seismic-generated gravity waves. We will show two simulations results, one with a seismic source located close to the surface in the solid to focus on gravity waves and a second one with a source located deeper in the solid to investigate acoustic shocks. We will first consider a flat fluid-solid interface located at z = 10 km over a rectangular domain of dimensions Lx = 400 km and Lz = 100 km. We consider a moment-tensor source as f S = −M.∇δ(x − x S )G(t),
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Figure 8. Vertical velocity for the discontinuous Galerkin solution for the large forcing amplitude simulation (‘Solution with large forcing amplitude’) and the small forcing amplitude simulation (‘Solution (× 104 ) with small forcing amplitude’). The small forcing simulation signal is multiplied by 104 in order to see on the same plot both small and large amplitude forcing results. The signals are shown through time for Simulation 5.1, that is, the case of nonlinear acoustic waves. The comparison is shown at the three recording stations located at the same x = 0.3 km location, their position along z being, from left to right, z = 20.3, 96.6 and 198.3 km. The atmosphere is considered isothermal (Table 7). Table 8. Simulation parameters corresponding to Model 1 from Section 4.1.1 for Simulation 5.2, that is, the case of a strong seismic wave. Fluid



Lx × Lz (km)



x (m)



t (s)



ρ (kg m−3 )



c (m s−1 )



μ (kg m−1 s−1 )



κ (W K−1 m−1 )



gz (m s−2 )



vF, x (m s−1 )



Solid



400 × 90 Lx × Lz (km) 400 × 10



1000 x (m) 1000



0.05 t (s) 0.05



varying ρ 2500



340 cS, p 3400



(3/4)10−5 cS, s 1963



0 Q 1



9.81 f0 0.05



0 – –



where δ is the Dirac delta distribution located at xs = (200, 2) km, M is a moment tensor   0 1 M= , 1 0



(69)



and G the source time function G(t) = Ae−α(t−t0 ) , 2



(70)



. We consider a low-frequency source having f0 = 2 × 10−2 Hz. The atmosphere is described by with A = 1016 N m, α = (π f0 )2 and t0 = 1.2 f0 Model 1 in Section 4.1.1 and summarized in Table 9 with Brunt-V¨ais¨al¨a squared frequency N2 = 3.3 × 10−4 rad2 s−2 . In Fig. 9, one notes that the strong seismic source generates both acoustic and gravity waves. Acoustic wave fronts propagate first from the solid-fluid interface location right above the source as spherical wave fronts and, as seismic waves propagate in the solid medium, they generate oblique acoustic wave fronts in the atmosphere. Also, right above the seismic source atmospheric gravity waves are generated due to the long-period ground displacements induced by the low-frequency components of the source excitation. Fig. 10 shows, for the low-frequency source simulation, both acoustic wave fronts (‘Main acoustic wave-front’), at two recording stations, and the low-frequency gravity wave that is well visible in the ‘filtered’ signal (filtered with a low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of f0 = 5 × 10−4 Hz). The main acoustic wave-front arrival is prior to the main seismic arrival because the location along x of the recording station is closer to the source in the fluid (x = 204 km) than in the solid domain (x = 214 km). Secondary seismic wave fronts, and their acoustic counter-parts, of 50 s period and visible at t = 250, 480 s are due to lateral periodic boundary conditions. We now turn to the study of acoustic shocks by showing in Fig. 11 the results of two simulations, one with a low amplitude source from eq. (68) with A = 1016 N m and another one with a relatively large amplitude source, with A = 1018 N m. Both source time functions have the same dominant frequency f0 = 2 × 10−2 Hz. The domain is still rectangular but we consider a fluid-solid interface located at z = 100 km and a larger solid medium in order to set the source deeper in the ground, at (x, z) = (100, 25) km. Table 9. Simulation parameters corresponding to Model 1 from Section 4.1.1 for Simulation 5.2, that is, the case of a plane wave transmission/reflection from ground to atmosphere. Fluid Solid



Lx × Lz (m) 200 × 100 Lx × Lz (km) 200 × 100



x (m) 1000 x (m) 1000



t (s) 0.05 t (s) 0.05



ρ (kg m−3 ) varying ρ 2500



c (m s−1 )



μ (kg m−1 s−1 )



κ (W K−1 m−1 )



gz (m s−2 )



vF, x (m s−1 )



340 cS, p 3400



(3/4)10−5



0 Q 1



9.81 f0 0.05



0 – –



cS, s 1963
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√ Figure 9. Snapshots of density-scaled vertical velocity ( ρvz ) for the discontinuous Galerkin solution for Simulation 5.2, that is, the case of a strong seismic wave. Snapshots are shown, from top to bottom, at time t = 75 and 180 s. Figures show simulation run with a low-frequency source f0 = 2 × 10−2 Hz. Fluid and solid vertical velocities are normalized separately. Red colours indicate positive vertical velocities and blue colours negative ones. The green squares show the location of the recording stations. The yellow square is the source location. The atmosphere is considered isothermal (Table 8).



Figure 10. Vertical velocity for the discontinuous Galerkin solution for the low-frequency source f0 = 2 × 10−2 Hz at a single depth in the solid medium (‘Elastic solution’) and different altitudes in the atmosphere (‘Fluid solution’). The Figure also shows the fluid solution filtered to keep low frequencies only (‘Fluid ‘filtered’ solution’). The signals are shown through time for Simulation 5.2, that is, the case of a strong seismic wave. The comparison is shown at two recording stations located, in the fluid, at (x, z) = (204, 15) km and, in the solid medium, at (x, z) = (214, 9.9) km. The atmosphere is considered isothermal (Table 8).



The right panel of Fig. 11 shows that, for a large-amplitude moment source, a strong wave is generated in the fluid that distorts and breaks as it propagates with altitude. It generates an unstable region in the fluid right above the seismic source shown by the loss of symmetry and the generation of an N-wave. This is clearly visible in the bottom of Fig. 11 where the solution for the large amplitude source shows the shock wave front generation through time. These results suggest that, since a shock is still visible at time 150 s and 60 km altitude, the formation of nonlinear acoustic N-waves from bottom seismic forcing may appear above the source region of earthquakes of relatively low magnitudes (Moment magnitude 6.0 in this case). However, such hypothesis will need to be validated even further in future work by 3-D simulations and with finite sources in realistic atmosphere models.



5.3 Nonlinear gravity waves Let us now focus on the breaking of gravity waves due to strong wind shear or convective instabilities, which has been intensively studied in Kshevetskii & Gavrilov (2005). This will help showing that our technique can correctly handle nonlinear effects induced by gravity wave propagation. We consider the following vertical velocity bottom forcing, ∀t > 0 and x ∈  FS  −A sin ω(t − xc )exp(−(F(t − t0 ))2 ) if t ≤ t0 v F,z = (71) −A sin ω(t − xc ) if t > t0
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Figure 11. On the top, snapshots of vertical velocity (vz ) for the discontinuous Galerkin solution for Simulation 5.2, that is, the case of a strong seismic wave. Snapshots are shown at time t = 170 s. Left Figure show simulation run with a ‘small-amplitude’ source A = 1016 N m and right figure simulation run with a ‘large-amplitude’ source A = 1018 N m. Fluid and solid vertical velocities are normalized separately. Red colours indicate positive vertical velocities and blue colours negative ones. The green squares show the location of the recording stations. The yellow square is the source location. On the bottom, vertical velocity for the discontinuous Galerkin solution for the small amplitude source (‘Solution (×100) for small amplitude source’) and the large amplitude source (‘Solution for large amplitude source’) at different altitudes. The signals are shown through time for Simulation 5.2, that is, the case of a strong seismic wave. The comparison is shown at two recording stations located in the fluid at (x, z) = (110, 40) km and at (x, z) = (110, 60) km. The atmosphere is considered isothermal (Table 9).



Table 10. Simulation parameters corresponding to Model 1 from Section 4.1.1 for Simulation 5.3, that is, the case of a nonlinear gravity waves. Lx × Lz (km) 600 × 190



x (m)



t (s)



ρ (kg m−3 )



c (m s−1 )



μ (kg m−1 s−1 )



κ (W K−1 m−1 )



gz (m s−2 )



vF, x (m s−1 )



1500



0.1



varying



340



Varying



0



9.81



Varying



−1 with A m s−1 the forcing amplitude, ω = 1.16 × 10−3 rad Hz the source frequency and % c = 150 m s the horizontal phase speed. We select 2π 8 the forcing period τ = ω = 5417 s. And for the exponential ‘envelope’ we set F = (t˜ −t )2 Hz with t˜0 = 10 s and t0 = 35 s. 0 0 The value of the amplitude forcing a will impact the long-term stability of the initial atmospheric background that will, for large values, generate convective instabilities. To observe these effects we perform two simulations with various values of amplitude A = 10−3 , 10−1 m s−1 . We use the realistic atmosphere model from Section 4.1.2 summarized in Table 10. Fig. 12 show the results for simulations with small (on the left) and large (on the right) forcing amplitude. Until t = 1.8 h simulations are similar and show the typical feature of surfaces of constant phase inclined to the horizontal at angles α ≈ arcsin Nσ ≈ 18◦ , where N is the Brunt-V¨ais¨al¨a frequency (N2 = 3.3 × 10−4 rad2 s−2 ). Beyond t = 1.8 h Kelvin–Helmotz instabilities start to develop, due to the movement of warmer parcels over colder parcels, which leads to the generation of a small-scale convection layer. In Fig. 13, one notes that signals for the small forcing and large forcing are similar, but as the wave propagates and the amplitude increases wave-breaking occurs and convective instabilities develop.



6 C O N C LU S I O N S A N D F U T U R E WO R K We have considered the Navier–Stokes system of equations for acoustic and gravity wave propagation. We have implemented a coupled discontinuous and continuous Galerkin numerical scheme that handles both acoustic and gravity waves simultaneously, in 2-D. We have also taken into account nonlinearities such as acoustic shocks or gravity wave-breaking and topography.
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√ Figure 12. Snapshots of density-scaled vertical velocity ( ρv F,z ) for the discontinuous Galerkin solution for Simulation 5.3, that is, the case of nonlinear gravity waves. Snapshots are shown, from top to bottom, at time t = 1.7, 2.2 h. Left figures show simulations with a small forcing amplitude A = 10−3 (m s−1 ) and right figures show simulations with strong forcing amplitude A = 10−1 (m s−1 ). Red indicates positive vertical velocity and blue negative ones. The green squares show the location of the recording stations. The atmosphere is considered isothermal (Table 10).



Figure 13. Vertical velocity for the discontinuous Galerkin solution for the small amplitude forcing A = 10−3 (m s−1 ) (‘Small amplitude forcing’) and the large amplitude forcing A = 10−1 (m s−1 ) (‘Large amplitude forcing’). The small forcing signal amplitude is multiplied by 100 in order to compare it with the large amplitude forcing signal. The signals are shown through time for Simulation 5.3, that is, the case of a nonlinear gravity waves. The comparison is shown at the same recording station located at (x, z) = (258, 180) km. The atmosphere is considered isothermal (Table 10).



We have validated the simulations by comparison to numerical finite-difference solutions obtained from previously published numerical technique suitable for the linear case in several benchmark cases involving acoustic and gravity waves in a stratified windy and viscous atmosphere and P and S waves in a homogeneous elastic medium. We obtained very good agreement in terms of vertical velocity and pressure. The simulation results for validation cases exhibit interesting gravity wave characteristics and show the expected features: the wave amplitude increases in vertical displacement with corresponding decrease of atmospheric density with altitude, viscosity damps high-frequency waves and strong low-frequency seismic events generate gravity waves. We also presented nonlinear results for strong acoustic waves that convert into N waves as the amplitude gets large. This seems to show that waves can break for low Mach number, which needs to be studied and confirmed for more realistic media in future work. We also tackled strongly heterogeneous media with initial conditions and physical parameters based on the bulk viscosity profile from the MSISE-00 atmosphere model and HWM93 wind model. This showed that simulations are stable for complex media and exhibit interesting physical features such as wave breaking at high altitude for strong ground displacements due to Kelvin–Helmotz instabilities. This new numerical modelling tool can thus give insights on gravity and acoustic wave linear and nonlinear dynamics in the atmosphere due to seismic sources and/or atmospheric explosion sources. Future developments should include more realistic non isothermal atmosphere models, absorbing boundary conditions instead of nonrealistic rigid or horizontal periodic conditions in order to properly model wave propagation in the upper atmosphere. The technique should
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also be extended to 3-D media and from regional to global Earth scale in order to fully understand gravity wave dynamics in planetary atmosphere.
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A P P E N D I X A : R AY L E I G H – TAY L O R I N S TA B I L I T Y The Rayleigh–Taylor problem involves a heavy (cold) fluid overlying a light (warm) fluid. We consider two inviscid fluids initially in a cavity where upper half of the cavity is a fluid of density 2 while the lower part is a fluid of unit density. The initial pressure corresponds to hydrostatic equilibrium described in Section 2.5. Initial density and pressure profiles read ⎧ z−z 0 ⎪ ⎨ p0 e− RTl if z > 0.5 p= z−z 0 ⎪ ⎩ p0 e− RTh if z ≤ 0.5



ρ=



⎧ ⎨ ⎩



p RTl p RTh



if z > 0.5 if z ≤ 0.5



(A1)



where R = Cp − Cv = 1 (kg m2 s−2 K−1 ) and Th = 2 ◦ C (respectively Tl = 1 ◦ C) are temperature of the top heavy fluid (respectively lower light fluid). Other unknowns are described in Table A1. Fig. A1 shows the physically unstable initial condition configuration where instabilities eventually grow as the heavy fluid penetrates the lighter one due to gravity. No shocks occur in this compressible problem and the only discontinuity is the contact surface separating the fluids of different densities. As pointed out in Remacle et al. (2003) the limiting procedure tends to strongly diffuse the interface but as we do not consider strong interface discontinuities in our applications, the numerical method works efficiently enough. Table A1. Simulation parameters corresponding to Simulation A, that is, the case of a Rayleigh–Taylor instability. Lx × Lz (km) 0.25 × 1



x (m)



t (s)



ρ (kg m−3 )



c (m s−1 )



μ (kg m−1 s−1 )



κ (W K−1 m−1 )



gz (m s−2 )



vF, x (m s−1 )



0.01



10−3



Varying



340



0



0



−1



0



Figure A1. From left to right, snapshots of density at times t = 0.005, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10 s, respectively, for Simulation A, that is, the case of a Rayleigh–Taylor instability. Density values are normalized using the largest density value in the mesh independently at each time step. The darkest red shades represent the smallest density values and, conversely, lightest red shades represent for the largest values. Until t = 5 s the boundary remains stable, and then instabilities develop.
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APPENDIX B: RISING THERMAL BUBBLE This classical test case (Giraldo & Restelli 2008) corresponds to the evolution of a warm bubble in constant potential temperature fluid. The bubble will rise in the fluid, since it is warmer than the ambient fluid, and deform due to shearing motion and form mushroom clouds. The initial density and pressure profiles are ⎧ ⎨ 300 if r > 0.1 θ = πr ⎩ 150.25(1 + cos 0.1 ) if r ≤ 0.1 π˜ =



−gz Cpθ



p = p0 π˜ ρ=



+ 10−2



,



Cp R



Cv p0 π˜ R Rθ



(B1) 



R Cp



where r = (x − x0 )2 + (z − z 0 )2 is the bubble radius with x0 = 0.5 m and z0 = 0.35 m, R = Cp − Cv = 2, π˜ = ( pp0 ) is the Exner pressure, and θ = πT˜ is the potential temperature. The simulation setup is given by eq. (B1) and summarized in Table B1. As described earlier, in the initial neutral atmosphere the smooth potential temperature perturbation generates vertical upward and shear velocities that makes the bubble rising and, through time, deforming, and transitioning to turbulence. This test shows ability to capture the effects of turbulence and turbulent convection. Although no analytical solution is available, the numerical results are physically plausible and are qualitatively similar to the 2-D experiment in Giraldo & Restelli (2008).



Figure B1. From left to right, snapshots of density at times t = 0.24, 0.75, 1.2 s respectively for Simulation B, that is, the case of a rising thermal bubble. Density values are normalized using the largest density value in the mesh at each time step. The darkest red shades are for the smallest density values and the lightest are for the largest values. Table B1. Simulation parameters corresponding to Simulation B, that is, the case of a rising thermal bubble. Lx × Lz (m) 1×1



x (m)



t (s)



ρ (kg m−3 )



c (m s−1 )



μ (kg m−1 s−1 )



κ (W K−1 m−1 )



gz (m s−2 )



vF, x (m s−1 )



0.01



10−4



Varying



Varying



0



0



9.81



0
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